Reliably assessing prediction reliability for high dimensional QSAR data.
Predictability and prediction reliability are of utmost important to characterize a good Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) model. However, validation methods are insufficient to guarantee the prediction reliability of QSAR models. Moreover, high dimensional samples also pose great challenge to traditional methods in terms of predictive power. Therefore, this study presents a predictive classifier (i.e., TreeEC) that can assess prediction reliability with high confidence, especially for facing high dimensional QSAR data. Two approaches for assessing prediction reliability are provided, i.e., applicability domain and prediction confidence. We demonstrate that the applicability domain has difficulty to guarantee the models' prediction reliability, where samples intensively close to the domain center are often poor predicted than those outside the domain. Instead, prediction confidence is more promising for assessing prediction reliability. Based on a large data set assessed by prediction confidence, external samples assessed with high confidence greater than 95 % can be reliably predicted with an accuracy of 94 %, in contrast to the average accuracy of 84 %. We also illustrate that TreeEC are less affected by high dimensionality than other popular methods according to 11 public data sets. A free version of TreeEC with a user-friendly interface can also be downloading from website http://pharminfo.zju.edu.cn/computation/TreeEC/TreeEC.html.